Hi, I’m Senator Tom Harkin and I welcome all of you to Washington for AANP’s Federal Legislative Initiative. I appreciate you taking the time out of your busy lives to come to DC to educate your members of Congress on the benefits of naturopathic medicine, for both our physical health and our fiscal health.

This spring we’re celebrating the second anniversary of the Affordable Care Act. I’m very proud of the fact the law includes my amendment: the first federal level, non-discrimination clause to protect naturopathic physicians regarding participation in a health plan. Under that provision, no health plan or insurer may discriminate against any health provider, including NDs acting within the scope of that provider’s license or certification under applicable state law. This is to ensure that insurance companies cannot exclude NDs or other allied health professionals from practicing under the capacity of their training and licensure.

As many of you know, I authored the landmark prevention title in the Affordable Care Act, which includes a whole array of provisions focused on healthful lifestyles, good nutrition, physical activity, and preventing chronic diseases. As naturopathic physicians know all too well, we don’t have a health care system in America, we have a sick care system. If you get sick, you get care. The problem is that this is a disease management approach. It waits until people develop serious illnesses and chronic conditions, and then it spends literally trillions of dollars for surgery, pills, hospitalization, and disability, meanwhile, ignoring Ben Franklin’s “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” We spend peanuts on prevention. This is absurd! And, it’s unsustainable.

A major aim of the Affordable Care Act is to jumpstart America’s transformation into a genuine wellness society. No question, NDs and integrative medicine can and must play a very big role in this transformation. We need an expanded role for NDs in order to reduce the shortage of primary care providers. Just as importantly, we need your sharp emphasis on wellness and prevention, and your pragmatism in taking full advantage of the very best available therapies, whether from conventional western medicine or from alternative sources and traditions.

And one more thing, it’s high time to include NDs in the Commissioned Corps of the U.S. Public Health Service, and also in federal health programs generally. So again, welcome to Washington. Have a great conference and I hope to see many of you during your visits to Capitol Hill on Monday.
Non-Discrimination and the Role of Complementary and Alternative Medicine

BY JOHN D. BLUM

Section 2706(a) of the Affordable Care Act is a non-discrimination provision that requires group health insurers and individual health plans not to arbitrarily exclude a health provider from participation if that individual is acting within the scope of his/her license or certification. This non-discrimination provision, known as the Harkin Amendment, was incorporated into the ACA and most recently revisited in the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2014.

The Big Picture

Section 2706(a) has become a cause celeb for a wide range of non-physician providers, many falling into the ranks of complementary and alternative health practitioners, who view it as a significant step forward in achieving parity with allopathic medicine. Proponents of Section 2706(a) argue that the non-discrimination clause is a matter of consumer choice, guaranteeing access to an array of services that, at best, have received spotty coverage. Other affected parties, including organized medicine, insurers and regulators, have greeted the prospects of CAM expansion with either a less than ringing endorsement, or active opposition.

This article explores this curious snippet of the ACA, Section 2706(a), first focusing on the provision and its implications, and second, proposing an alternative way forward for expansion of licensed CAM, calling for its integration with allopathic medicine in the area of manual medicine. Although Section 2706(a) affects an array of providers (psychologists and other mental health professionals, as well as nurses and optometrists), the focus here centers on the impact on those licensed professionals who can be classified as CAM practitioners.

Debate about the expansion of CAM services is part of a long, ongoing tale in American health care that dates back to the early days of the 20th century. While acceptance of the myriad of unconventional practices that populate this arena has been achieved in fits and starts, it seems reasonable to conclude that licensed CAM practitioners, particularly in manipulative therapies, have become an established part of the fabric of health care. It is, thus, no surprise that the better-

---

1 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-5.

2 This article is focused on CAM providers, but other non-physician providers, such as psychologists, optometrists and midwives are equally impacted by this law and have been quite vigilant in their lobbying efforts in the area. See, Steven Salzberg Alternative Medicine Providers Show Greedy Side available at http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevensalzberg/2013/08/26/alternative-medicine-providers-show-their-greedy-side/.


4 Complementary and alternative medicine has been defined by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine. The definition is available at http://nccam.nih.gov/health/whatiscam.


6 Manipulative therapies include an array of providers who range from conventional to unconventional, covering osteopaths, chiropractors, physical therapists, naturopaths, naprapaths, massage therapists and acupuncturists.
organized CAM groups were able to exert sufficient influence to have Section 2706(a) placed into the Senate amendments to ACA, with sponsorship from Iowa Senator Tom Harkin, a strong proponent of alternative medicine.

Although not a focal point of the ACA, given that so many Americans use some form of CAM services, and that in many places, integrative medicine is well established, it is no surprise that health reform did touch on this area. In fact, it is somewhat striking that, in lieu of challenges in cost control, chronic illness, prescription drug addiction and provider shortages, more emphasis wasn’t placed on complementary and alternative health care. While the ACA non-discrimination provision is the most visible measure relating to CAM, the reform law opens other possibilities for a deliberate expansion of non-traditional medicine.  

Turning specifically to Section 2706(a), the provision provides a general directive against practitioner discrimination, covering licensed/certified providers who are acting within the bounds of state law. The goal of the provision, as noted by the Senate Committee on Appropriations, is to afford patients access to the services of health practitioners functioning within their scopes of practice. While the section is not a coverage mandate, it is inextricably linked to insurance plan offerings, and, as such, rests on the framework of federal essential benefits and state mandates that underpin this area.

Grandfathered health plans are excluded from the reach of Section 2706, but the provision encompasses individual and group health insurance, and reaches ERISA plans, as well as insurance products offered on state marketplace exchanges. The most obvious conditional element is that groups seeking anti-discrimination protection must be licensed or certified in a given state. While more established CAM providers, such as chiropractors and acupuncturists, are licensed in all 50 states, other types of providers, such as naturopaths and naprapaths are licensed in only a handful of jurisdictions, and still other CAM groups are simply not subject to any state law requirements, thus completely falling outside the scope of Section 2706(a).

While Section 2706(a) may prohibit discrimination of a category of licensed professionals, it allows for discretion in contracting, and thus, is not an open door for any provider agreeing to a given plan’s terms and conditions. A further qualification is added as the statute specifies that the rates of reimbursement under the provision provided by plans, insurers and the DHHS Secretary may vary based on performance and quality measures.

Like most pieces of legislation, Section 2706(a) was not cut out of whole cloth, but rests on prior initiatives. Both Medicaid managed care law, and Medicare Part C regulations contain non-discrimination sections that are similar, although not identical, to the ACA provision.

In addition, provider non-discrimination provisions are encountered in many state insurance laws. For example, in Washington state, a law was enacted in 1996 that prevents health plans from limiting or excluding health care or services delivered by whole categories of health professionals. The Washington State Insurance Commissioner interpretation of its provider non-discrimination section included “alternative health providers,” a harbinger of Section 2706(a).

FAQ Stance

No legislative history exists to ascertain the meaning and scope of Section 2706(a). Federal regulators determined that the non-discrimination provision was self-executing, and thus no rule making on the Harkin provision took place. Rather, what was developed was a three-agency (Health and Human Services, Treasury and Labor) FAQ that offered a conditioned reiteration of Section 2706(a), as enforceable law, as of Jan. 1, 2014. The interagency policy was short on guidance; it urged insurers to work in “good faith” to achieve a reasonable interpretation of the section. The directive was quite clear in its affirmation that licensed or certified providers should not be discriminated against in offering items and services within their scope of practice. The FAQ reinforces the plain meaning of the provision, noting that the section is not any-willing-provider provision. Further, the directive reiterates that non-discrimination doesn’t prohibit plans and insurers from offering variable reimbursement, based on quality and performance measures, and adds a third variable, market consideration, as a reimbursement qualifier, not contained in the language of Section 2706(a).

In essence, the inter-agency interpretation of Section 2706(a) takes a rather hard stance on the provision. The FAQ cedes considerable discretion to plans and insurers to determine the methods, items and settings of treatment in which covered services are offered, consistent with medical management. But whether CAM providers are licensed or appropriately used, the FAQ position can be read in such a way that allows regulated parties to circumvent this provision by excluding whole classes of providers from participation. Not only is market consideration an added qualifier, but also the notion of medical management as a litmus test for assessing appropriate items and services, is vague and open ended.

The context in which the FAQ was released is one characterized by extensive political activities on both sides of the non-discrimination issue, reminiscent of long standing battles between allopathic medicine, and
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7 For example, 42 U.S.C. § 256a-1; ACA § 3502(2014) opens the opportunity for CAM providers to be part of multidisciplinary teams.


9 While many CAM providers fall outside the bounds of formal licensure, they are certainly impacted by restrictions prohibiting the unlicensed practice of medicine.

10 See Medicaid law, 42 U.S.C. § 1932(b)(7); Medicare Advantage plan regulations, 42 C.F.R. § 422.205.

11 See, for example, Utah Code Ann. § 31A-22-618.


13 Commissioner Deborah Senn, AANP Memo On Implementation of ACA 2706(a) (2015).

“non-traditional” providers.15 The AMA position is that Section 2706(a) should be repealed, as the association sees it as an inappropriate expansion of non-physician scopes of practice, infringing on the purview of state regulators, as well as a policy that impedes the development of physician-led medical practice teams.16 A number of medical specialty groups have taken up the antinondiscrimination mantle and adopted positions similar to the AMA.17 In support of the organized medicine policy, Rep. Andy Harris, M.D. (R-Md.) has introduced H.R. 2817, which calls for repeal of Section 2706(a).18

On the other side of the ledger a wide, and eclectic array of provider groups have been very vocal in their support of Section 2706(a) and expressed considerable dismay about the narrow interpretation of the section in the noted FAQ.19 Concerns that the additional qualifying elements in the guidance diminish the impact of provider nondiscrimination and consumer choice resulted in calls for the revision of the FAQ. During a Budget Reconciliation Hearing conducted by the House Energy and Commerce Committee, Rep. Peter Welch (D-Vt.) took CMS to task for its failure to issue Section 2706(a) guidance in keeping with the terms of the provision.20 With the support of Welch and Harkin, language was inserted into the final report of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2014 requiring correction of the Section 2706(a) guidance, within 30 days of passage of the Act.21

The three agencies (HHS, Labor and Treasury) have acknowledged the Senate directive by issuing a request for information (RFI), which calls for public comment on their interpretation of Section 2706(a), ensuring that there won’t be quick closure on this matter.22 It is speculation as to where the agencies will come out on Section 2706(a), but even a new interpretation, more closely tied to the statutory language, will not be easy to enforce.

**CAM Benefits as Essential Health Benefits**

As noted, Section 2706(a) is not a coverage provision, but it is closely tied to benefits provided within the context of an ACA covered insurance plan. Prior to the ACA, some CAM coverage was offered through certain insurance products as a matter of state law, or resulted from distinct market pressures impacting specific offerings.23 In reference to the ACA, coverage policy needs to be evaluated in conjunction with the law’s 10 essential benefits areas. In this regard, CAM services may be applicable in outpatient, maternity/newborn, rehabilitation, pediatric coverage, but are mostly rooted in prevention, wellness and chronic disease care. At first blush these mandated coverage areas appear to spark opportunities for more CAM services in light of the non-discrimination provision. But in reviewing the actual implementation of the essential health benefit (EHB) mandates in state benchmark plans, there is no evidence that these product offerings present dramatic expansion of non-traditional health services. In fact, it should be noted that the initial EHB benchmark plans were selected without reference to provider mandates, and specifically excluded requirements that licensed professionals be reimbursed if acting within their scope of practice.24

What is striking is the inconsistency in CAM coverage represented by state benchmark plans. For example, the California benchmark plan, based on the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, covers acupuncture (limiting it to treatment for nausea or as part of a comprehensive pain management program), but does not cover chiropractic. New York State, covers chiropractic in its Oxford Health Plan-based benchmark plan, but does not provide coverage for acupuncture. In Washington state, the Regence Blue Shield benchmark plans offers 12 visit coverage for both acupuncture and chiropractic. The federally facilitated marketplace plans, as well as Small Business Health Options Program exchange plans, are based on state insurance products, thus coverage of CAM is likely to be variable there as well, and largely specific to only one jurisdiction.

Some CAM services, particularly chiropractic and acupuncture, appear to fare better under the Federal Employees Health Benefits (FEHB) program as their plans offer consistent coverage for those two areas. In January 2014, the FEHB, BCBS Benefit Plan announced that, in compliance with Section 2706(a), it would cover any licensed medical practitioner for offered services within the scope of the provider’s license. Specific to chiropractic, BCBS announced that it would remove prior restrictions of one visit and one set of X rays per year.25 Coverage in FEHB plans may be more generous than in state benchmark insurance, but here too the floodgates of non-traditional services have not been opened as certain services such as naturopathic medicine and massage therapy are specifically and categorically rejected.26

---


16 American Medical Association Board of Trustees Report 32-A-13 (2013). See also letter from James L. Madara, M.D., Executive Vice President, CEO, American Medical Association, July 13, 2013 to Hon. Andy Harris M.D.


18 Protect Patients’ Access to Quality Health Professionals Act, 2013.

19 Weeks, supra at 17.


23 Chiropractic care is offered in some state Medicaid programs, see http://kff.org/medicaid/state-indicator/chiropractor-services/, as well as in Medicare, found at http://www.medicare.gov/coverage/chiropractic-services.html.


Scopes of Practice Battles and Challenges of Enforcement

Even if Section 2706(a) is reinterpreted in a plain meaning fashion, application of the section is still a major challenge in light of the fact that coverage rests in the item or service in question being provided within the non-traditional practitioner’s scope of practice. Scopes of practice issues are the stock-in-trade of disputes across health professions, and none are more visible than those in areas involving non-traditional medicine. Generally, licensed health professionals have a defined scope of practice, rooted in state statutes and regulations. Scope-of-practice delineations, however, can be generic in nature and are not always dispositive about the propriety of a particular service, giving payers wide discretion in such matters. There is frequent push back from allopathic medicine concerning the efficacy of practice expansions by non-medical doctors, and boards of medicine are zealous stewards in defense of the boundaries of medical practice.27

In the wake of the ACA, there have been renewed efforts on the part of non-physician groups to expand their scopes of practice, and in particular, chiropractors and naturopaths have been seeking recognition as primary care providers.28 Arguably there are parts of the country where both naturopathic doctors and doctors of chiropractic do serve as first line providers, and in lieu of shortages in primary care medicine, there is clearly a need for additional providers in the area.

The sticking point for scope of practice expansion, however, is not lack of need but rather the ongoing challenge of non-physician providers, especially those outside the umbrella of medical practice, to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of their services. There have been numerous efforts to develop a clinical foundation for CAM services, including a long-standing national research center, the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM).29 While some promising results have been achieved, the sum total of those efforts are not universally convincing and make practice expansion resting on a biomedical proof difficult.

One could look cynically at the universe of CAM services and conclude that it is not provider non-discrimination that fosters utilization, but rather the offering of services that constitute non-competitive supplements to conventional medical care. In essence non-physician providers are allowed to function in areas where they fill a void in services or provide care that may be similar but nonetheless distinct from what is offered by a medical doctor.30

Another Way Forward – Integration and PCMHs

The larger issue underlying Section 2706(a) goes beyond questions of non-discrimination and rests with broader considerations about the adequacy of the health-care workforce. While the ACA may not have paved the way for easy insurance coverage of non-traditional health care, it does provide a template for a cautious expansion of alternative health care practitioner services. The role of non-traditional health providers, not as physician competitors, but as licensed health professionals in their own right, needs to be assessed in the broader scheme of public health needs.

While Section 2706(a) may be a difficult foundation on which to build an expansion and normalization of non-traditional health services, the ACA presents other opportunities to do so, especially within its efforts to usher in innovations in the delivery system. Particularly noteworthy for CAM providers is the ACA support for the development of patient centered medical homes (PCMH), a physician lead interdisciplinary practice team which focuses on primary care services. Within the context of the PCMH the health reform law directs the Secretary of DHHS to fund Community Health Teams, which are multi-disciplinary provider groups that support medical homes and may include chiropractors and alternative medicine practitioners as team members.31 PCMHs have broad Medicare and Medicaid applicability and are being expanded into the concept of a patient centered medical neighborhood (PCMN). The PCMN is a multi-institutional community collaborative model directed toward enhancement of the health care workforce, and offers potential for creative use of multiple provider groups.32

Community Health Teams, PCMH and PCMN models afford an opportunity for non-traditional practitioners to develop partnership relationships with traditional primary care professionals. Such collaborative models are not without precedent, as they rest on prior initiatives in integrative medicine, but hold the potential to be far broader and more focused on a wider array of patient needs. In addition, collaborative practices will allow for the development of a clinical experiential base that may be far more persuasive in garnering support from allopathic medicine than CAM medical efficacy studies to date.

An integrative patient centered medical home would not need to be generic in character but could be structured around particular treatment areas. As such a large percentage of non-traditional health providers are concentrated in the area of manipulative medicine, this would be an ideal area for interdisciplinary expansion. In particular, manipulative medicine collaboration

27 Atwell, supra at 15.
28 For example, see The Connecticut Naturopathic Physicians Association Request for a Change in the Scope of Practice of Naturopathic Physicians Licensed in Connecticut, Aug. 14, 2013.
29 NCCAM, supra at 4.
could concentrate on pain management, and this focus could be further directed to back pain, a long-standing, costly health problem. Back pain is an area of health care where there is a history of interdisciplinary collaboration, and certainly is an area where conservative alternatives are a welcome option to more costly surgical and drug interventions.

No doubt those CAM providers who seek greater autonomy and expanded scopes of practice may view integrative PCMHs as a trap in which their professions are relegated to a diminished status. Non-discrimination akin to Section 2706(a) may ultimately be a more powerful lever to combat disparity, but meaningful acceptance of non-traditional health will only be garnered through ongoing collaborations among licensed health providers. Those who provide CAM services, particularly in areas such as pain management, should be judged on the present value they bring to the health system and not on their potential to assume roles that will put them into perennial battles with organized medicine. While Section 2706(a) may provide certain protections for non-traditional providers, the larger challenge is to integrate this workforce into the delivery system in ways that address broad public health challenges.


Conclusion

Section 2706(a) opens an avenue for expanded use of licensed/certified non-physician providers in a wide range of health plans and insurance products, as a result of its prohibition on non-discrimination. But Section 2706(a) is conditioned in such a way that its utility for many providers is quite constricted. In particular, CAM practitioners face serious challenges in using Section 2706(a) as a lever for coverage expansion; the section is linked to the idiosyncrasies of state scopes of practice laws and the biases of payers who are likely to see such expansions as costly and unnecessary. While CAM services are popular, they are subject to the vibrancy of clinical efficacy studies that have been tepid at best. Nonetheless, the ACA offers opportunities for CAM expansion and legitimacy beyond the limitations of Section 2706(a) through inclusion in emerging practice models. Major areas of population health needs such as those in the area of pain management offer opportunities to develop avenues to better utilize the alternative practitioners, not as reinvented primary care doctors but as licensed professionals within their current scopes of practice. The innovations ushered in by the ACA hold promise for more meaningful use of the large CAM workforce. Collaborative practice models such as PCMHs have the potential to promote non-traditional health providers in more ways that could be more expansive than Section 2706(a) and hold significant promise to assist in combating chronic illness.
Ensure Patients have Access to Providers of their Choice

Dear Colleague:

The purpose of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was to provide coverage for all Americans, over 40 million of whom, by most estimates, have no health insurance, while putting consumers back in charge of their health care and increasing the quality, accessibility and affordability of health insurance.

A significant component of the ACA that helps achieve these goals is Section 2706(a), Title XXVII of the Public Health Service Act, commonly known as “Provider Non-Discrimination.” This provision is an important patient-centered law aimed at ensuring that millions of Americans have greater access to quality health care services while at the same time helping to reduce overall health care costs by encouraging further competition in the health care marketplace among the nation’s health care providers.

Section 2706, based on policy supported by bipartisan leaders for more than a decade and ultimately included as part of the ACA, bars health plans from “discriminating with respect to participation under the plan or coverage against any health care provider who is acting within the scope of that provider’s license or certification under applicable State law.” In short, this provision prohibits health plans from discriminating against entire classes of qualified licensed health care professionals on the basis of the provider’s licensure or certification. As this language was drafted with the best interest of the patient at its core, under this provision, health insurers can still address provider network quality and sufficiency for the availability of health care benefits to their enrollees.

Ahead of the provision’s Jan. 1, 2014 enforcement date, the Departments of Health and Human Services, Labor, and Treasury issued sub-regulatory guidance dealing specifically with Section 2706(a) in the form of an FAQ which is misleading, inaccurate, and a threat to the very foundation of the provision. In that guidance, the Departments interpret the law in a way that would lead many health plans to believe that they may continue to perpetrate the very type of discriminatory practices which Section 2706(a) aims to stop, such as employing “medical management techniques” or “market standards and considerations” to discriminate against certain types of providers and the patients that seek their care.

Therefore, I ask that you join me and your colleagues in supporting this pro-consumer rights provision which ensures patients have access to the care that they need from the provider of their choice by signing the attached letter, encouraging the Departments to fix the flawed FAQ and ensure that the provision is implemented in a manner true to the intent of the law as written. Should you have questions, or wish to sign on to the letter, please contact Stephen Holland at stephen.holland@mail.house.gov, or by phone at 202.225.5711.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kurt Schrader
Member of Congress
Dear Secretary Sebelius:

Thank you for your ongoing leadership as you continue working to implement the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and improve the nation’s health.

With the knowledge that health insurers, state regulators and others are increasingly relying on the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) for help in interpreting the ACA, we write to you today with concerns regarding guidance published jointly by HHS, the Department of Labor, and the Department of Treasury (the Departments) on the topic of the Affordable Care Act’s “Non-Discrimination in Health Care” provision, codified at Section 2706(a) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. §300gg-5(a)).

Overall, Section 2706(a) is an important patient-centered health insurance reform aimed at empowering consumers with a greater ability to seek care from the provider of their choice and safeguarding patient access to covered health services from the full range of providers licensed and certified to provide such services by their respective states. To that end, Section 2706(a) states that “a group health plan and a health insurance issuer offering group or individual health insurance coverage shall not discriminate with respect to participation under the plan or coverage against any health care provider who is acting within the scope of that provider’s license or certification under applicable State law.”

Ahead of the provision’s Jan. 1, 2014 enforcement date, the Departments issued sub-regulatory guidance dealing specifically with Section 2706(a) which we believe to be misleading, inaccurate, and a threat to the very foundation of the provision. We respectfully ask that you work with your counterparts at the Department of Labor and Department of Treasury to correct this flawed FAQ in a way that more accurately reflects the language found in the law and the intent of Congress.

In the April 29, 2013 FAQ, the Departments assert that “reasonable medical management techniques” may supersede the broad protections under 2706(a). While a medical management technique that does not discriminate in coverage based on licensure or certification does remain allowable under the law, discrimination in coverage based on licensure or certification of the provider is forbidden even if such discrimination is wrapped in the flag of medical management. The ACA provides many new patient protections that prohibit improper practices by health plans or issuers even when those practices were labeled “medical management techniques” by those payers in the past. Even if the Departments did not intend to suggest that so-called medical management techniques that discriminate in coverage are somehow exempt from the law, the inclusion of such coverage criteria in the response confuses patients, providers, and payers.

Furthermore, the FAQ advises that section 2706 allows reimbursement rates to be determined based on “market standards and considerations.” On this point, once again the language of the Affordable Care Act is quite clear—the law allows plans to vary reimbursement rates based on quality and performance, but there is no provision in the law that allows for continuing discrimination based on market standards and considerations. Existing market non-discrimination standards and considerations were precisely the reason Congress enacted Section 2706(a). Allowing discrimination to continue based on the market standards and considerations would be to ignore Section 2706(a), which outlaws such discrimination.
Section 2706(a) was intended to prohibit discrimination by insurers against certain types of providers. The FAQ published on April 29, 2013 provides advice that is contrary to Congressional intent. This provision is an important patient safeguard aimed at ensuring access to needed care and an ability to seek care from the provider of their choice. We respectfully ask that you work with your counterparts at the Department of Labor and Department of Treasury to correct this FAQ in a way that more accurately reflects the language found in the law and the intent of Congress. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
Dear Senator,

We are writing to you today on behalf of PARCA, a coalition representing over one million skilled non-MD/DO health care professionals who play a vital role in the delivery of a broad array of high-quality, cost-effective, and safe health care services in your state and in every part of our nation.

Given our important role in America’s health delivery system, the health professions represented by our coalition maintain a compelling interest in the implementation of all aspects of the Affordable Care Act – and it remains our continuing desire to see the Act implemented in a patient-centered manner focused squarely on preserving and promoting access to covered health services delivered by patients’ providers of choice.

With respect to the above, action is now needed on your part to help ensure the appropriate implementation of PHSA Section 2706(a), the important “Non-Discrimination in Health Care” portion of the ACA. This consumer-friendly provision is important because it promotes competition, consumer choice, and dramatically boosts access to high-quality health care services by prohibiting health plan discrimination against providers acting within the scope of their license or certification under State law. Unfortunately, joint sub-regulatory guidance thus far issued by the Departments of Health and Human Services, Labor, and Treasury (Frequently Asked Questions Document from April 2013) run contrary to Congressional intent and threatens to undermine this entire provision.

To address this serious problem, your colleagues, Chairman Tom Harkin and Chairwoman Barbara Mikulski, are currently circulating a sign-on letter urging the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services to take the corrective action needed to ensure the appropriate implementation of Section 2706(a). Our organizations respectfully request that you review Chairman Harkin and Chairwoman Mikulski’s letter and join with them and concerned HELP Committee, Labor-H Appropriations Subcommittee, and other majority members as a co-signer to this important patient-friendly communication.

A copy of Chairman Harkin and Chairwoman Mikulski’s letter is attached. The staff contact handing this matter is Jenelle Krishnamoorthy and she may be reached at Jenelle_Krishnamoorthy@help.senate.gov. If you have questions or would like additional information, please contact Matt Willette of the American Optometric Association at mwillette@aoo.org. Thank you for your consideration of our views and our request. We look forward to learning of your decision regarding this matter at your earliest possible convenience.

Sincerely,

American Academy of Audiology
American Association of Birth Centers
American Association of Nurse Practitioners
American Association of Nurse Anesthetists
American Chiropractic Association
American College of Nurse Midwives
American Optometric Association
American Occupational Therapy Association
American Physical Therapy Association
American Podiatric Medical Association
American Psychological Association Practice Organization
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists

PARCA is a coalition of organizations that represent the interests of millions of patients and non-MD/DO health care providers. It aims to provide federal policymakers with access to information from all areas of the health care community, in order to assist in the formulation of responsible, well-rounded health care policy. The coalition is committed to quality, cost-effective care, and ensuring patients have options in the delivery of such care. For more information, visit www.accessparca.com
April 28, 2014

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
United States Department of Health and Human Services
Office of the Secretary
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201

The Honorable Jacob J. Lew
United States Department of the Treasury
Office of the Secretary
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Secretaries Sebelius, Lew, and Perez,

As Members of the US Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee, which holds jurisdiction over major portions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), we remain vigilant in ensuring the Act is properly and efficiently implemented as intended by Congress.

We congratulate you and your Departments on the Administration’s ongoing hard work and good faith efforts to efficiently deliver the many benefits of this important law to the American people and implement the vital reforms to our health care system contained within.

We write today regarding the appropriate implementation of Section 2706 (a), the provider “non-discrimination” provision contained in the Act. As Section 2706 (a) originated in our committee, we have a clear and precise understanding as to the provision’s intent. Simply put, Section 2706 (a) is intended to prohibit health insurance plans from discriminating against entire classes of licensed and certified health care professionals solely on the basis of the provider’s licensure or certification.

Despite the clear intent of this provision of law, we believe that the Departments of HHS, Treasury, and Labor clearly erred when they released an April 29, 2013 FAQ document that did not comport with the congressional intent of Section 2706 (a). Unfortunately, the FAQ continues to be employed by various parties as a justification to avoid properly applying the requirements of this section of the Act and to deny beneficiaries access to the full range of health care providers envisioned by the law.
The Department has chosen to issue a Federal Register notice (79 FR 14051) requesting additional public comment as to the appropriate interpretation of this provision. We believe the congressional intent of Section 2706 (a) is clear and it is our expectation that your Departments will move forward to correct the currently issued FAQ in keeping with the intent we outlined above. We trust that this action will be accommodated in an expeditious manner.

Respectfully,

[Signature]

Tom Harkin
Chairman
Senate HELP Committee